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1. Introduction 

Phase conjugate mirrors (PCM) incorporate nonlinear optical effects to  precisely reverse 
both the direction of propagation and the overall phase factor for each plane wave in an 
arbitrary beam of light incident on them. This peculiar image transmission property has 
given rise to a vast range of important practical applications like phase aberration com- 
pensation, pointing and tracking and interferometry. It has been demonstrated in a vari- 
ety of applications that any nonuniform phase change caused by atmospheric turbulence 
or distortions due to optical elements can be corrected for, due to the healing property of 
a PCM'. The auto-tracking property of the phase conjugate (PC) wave and possible 
amplification with high-gain phase conjugators is also widely known. It is also known 
that in an interferometer in which the conventional mirror is replaced by a PCM carries 
several advantages over the conventional interferometric configurations'. 

A variety of materials have been used for the generation of PC waves. Photorefractive 
{PR) crystals and organic dyes in several hosts have been utilised as efficient phase 
conjugators. Here we present several techniques employing PR crystals and dye-doped 
polymer (DDP) thin films to realise real-time and time-averaged hoiographic and PC 
interferometrie?. 

2. Real-time and limeaveraged holographic interferometry 

HoIogiaphic interferometry by two-wave mixing (TWM) utilising nonlinear optical me- 
dia was achieved using a variety of mechanisms and geometries. The  major problem in 



such holographic interferometric configurations is the neces<ity lo provide spatial sepa- 
ratlon between the object wave and the diffracted wa\'e in order to  avoid the bright back- 
grqund. Many methods of scparatlon have been proposed, \,I:., amplification of the rm- 
age', polarization separation of the signal', etc. liere we report the proposal and imple- 
mentation of two interferometric schemcs using PR crystals and DDP thin films in a 
TWM geometry. One actreme involves the ability of some media like photorefractive 
lirhiurn niobate crystals or certain orgaluc dyes to store a recorded hologram for a large 
amount of time. Another scheme is to use the - I  order dirf~acled image, wliich is phase 
conjugate of the object wave. generated by DDP films. This provide? spatial separation 
between the diffracted and the ob,jt.ct beamsh. The design and implementation oC both the 
schemes are presented here. In either case the influence of various experimental parame- 
ters on the diffraction efficiency IS investigated. The factors that have to be taken into 
considcrarlon for opt imis~ng cach scheme are also briefly d~scussed.  

Both PR crystals and DDP film? are now extensively o\ed as reco~ding media in dy- 
namic holography through the TWM process. The formation of a hologram in these 
nonlinear materials IS accompanied hy an energy redistribution between two interfering 
light waves passing through the med~a' .  The physical mechanism governing beam cou- 
plmg I \  the selCdiffracnon of the beams by the photoinduced phase volume grating re- 
corded In the nonlinear medium. 

PR crystals are known to exhibit semipermanent pholoinduced rzfractive index 
changes. These crystals are well su~ ted  for recoldmg the interference field due to an ob- 
iect wave, containing spatial information of the object, and the reference beam in real- 
time. W ~ t h  a dynamic PR crystal all the steps like recording, developing and read-out ot 
the hologram can occur simultaneously. Certain organic dyes iinclergo photoinduced 
chemical change? %hen exposed to laser light. This can occur either by photoisomerira- 
tion 01- an irreve~cible plrotochemical reaction. Here we discuss the realization of inter- 
ferometry through nonlinear media having a long holographic storage life. The case of 
iron-dopcd I ~ t h ~ u m  niobate crystal is discussed in detail. The principle is the same for 
DDP film\ showing irreversible photoche~nical changea. 

Generally in a PR material, thc optical nonlinearity is understood to bc originating 
!om the space charge licld set up hji photoexcitation of TI-ee charge carriers in the mate- 

$ rlal. A spatially modulated intensity pattern incident on such a PR medium give< rlse to 

r a spaLially nonun~form distribution of ca~r ie r s  which ale transported by variou5 mecha- 
n i s m ~ " ~  likc diffubion, d ~ i f t ,  etc. I t  has been shown that phaie holograms can he re- 
corded in ~ron-doped LiNb03 through the generailon of space charge patterns that set up 
an eleciric field-induced modulation of the refractive index1". 

The TVJM geometry shown in Fig. I is used to investigate thc parameters infljlcncing 
the beam coupling efficiency. The diffraction efficiency of the grating (defined as thc 
ratlo of the intcn5ity of the diffracted heam to that of the readmg heam) depends on the 
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tota! iight intensity. the spatiai freque:?cy and the ~ntensity rai i ;~ of the w r i i i n ~  Scams. It 
is observed that for this particular sample with 11.02 molQ of Fe by wcight. llig!~ effi- 
ciency could be obtained even at an interaction m g l e  ( 2 8  ) nearly eqcal to 60" between 
the incident beams. Thi, iarge interaction angle alluw\ c!le recording of holograms or 
even largc size objects. This implies that higher ~pa t i a l  frequeacies can a l w  be faithfufully 
reconstructed. 

Figure 2 shows the time development of the diffraction efficiency at aifterent levris 
of overail intensity G at 488 nm. For e x h  is the intenstie? of thc beams ll and !2 are 
equal. Both beainr are linearly polarized and orierted perpendicular to the piane of inci- 
dence. Care i \  taken to fix the path difiereqce between the two beams lo be uel l  within 
thc coherence length of rhe laser. Each curve shows the graring fornmatiol~ anc  decay at 
that paiticulal- 4. In the geometry shown earlier, on the transmission side of tile crystal. 
there are two contributions in the direction of click: or the beams. The Rrst-order difRac- 
ticn of each beam overlaps wi!h the zero-order trancmissron of the other beam. The dif- 
fraction efficiency during !he growth of' the grating was hence tnocilored by inkrmit-  
tenily chopping one beam and recording the light intensity diffracted from !he other 
beam. 

The  duration for which the beam is chopped is berg m a i l  compared to the interval 
between two successive blockings, and muck less than rhe typical grating decay times 
pre-ialent i ~ i  !ithiurn niohate crystal. Hence there iq no readout erasure h r i n g  the meas- 
urement of ihe diffraction ~ntensity. The decay of rile grating is measured by blocking 
one of tne beams and continuously monitoring the diffracted intensity of :he other beam. 
T h e  time at which it is blacked is shovn by an arrow mark (d.) in Fig. 2. The ih~mat ion  
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and decay rates show a considerable increase with an increase in the overall intensity Is. 
Thus in an interferomeiric scheme an optimum intensity can be chosen so that there is a 
proper balance between the diffraction efficiency and the dynamic erasure at that inten- 
sity. This ensures that ihe life of the hoiogram is large compared to the rate of phase 
change of object wave in a real-time holographic (RB) interferometer. 

The normalized diffraction efficiency for different values of the incident intensity ra- 
tio p (I1/Iz) is shown in Fig. 3. Different values of p were obtained by introducing neu- 
tral density filters (NDF) in the path of beam 11. The modulation index m of the eiectro- 

2p"2 
optic field induced in :he crystal and P are related by m=----. The theory of holo- 

(1 +PI 
graphic recording in PR materials" predicts that the diffraction efficiency q = m'. The 
solid curve in Fig. 3 shows the plot of or2 for different values o i  P. It is, cleacly seen that 
it fits well with the experimental values of normalized diffraction efficiency. Hence in 
order to get a high holographic difiaction efficiency it is desirable to work with values 
of /3 2 0.7. This implies that even if the test object is diffusely reflecting, reasonable 
diifraction efficiencies can be achieved. Thus the two experimental paramelers, interac- 
tion angle and incidcnt intensity ratio impose a restriction on the type of tesi ohject that 
can be used for imaging. 

2.1 -2.  Experimental configuration and principle 

Experimental techniques similar to the one being discussed here12 have been uti!ised 
earlier with different photorefractive ~ r y s t a l s ~ ~ ~ ' ~ .  The lithium niobate crystal is oriented 
such that its C-axis is parallel to the plane of incidence as shown in Fig. 4. A reference 
wave and the object wave are allowed to bc incident on the PR crystal and the hologram 
containing the original phase information of the object is recorded. Suppose that the test 
object undergoes phase changes. Now the beam I; contains two components as men- 
tioned earlier. One is the diffracted reference beam I,,, from the recorded hologram that 
contains the phase information of the original object and the other the transmitted object 
beam I,,, that carries the phase information of the deformed objcct. These two compo- 
nents interfere with each other and form a fringe pattern at the image plane D. These 
fringes are a direct measure of the phase changes that the objcct has undergone. 

The contrast of thc fringes in the intert'erogram observed at the image plane in the 
above experiment is poor because the dii"kacted intensity of the reference beam is :hree 

\'\ orders of magnitude less than that of the transmitted object beam. In order to get the 
maximum fringe contrast, it is necessary to make the intensities of the two interfering 
beains nearly equal. This is achieved by introducing an appropriate NDF in the path of 
the original object wave which helps in two ways. 

I .  It increases the fringe contrast by making the intensities of the interfering beains I,, 
and l,d nearly equal. 

2. It also reduces thc overall incident intensity on the crystal. According Lo Fig. 2 Inw 
overall intensity allows the hciogram to decay and grow at a very slow rate. Hence 
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INCIDENT INTENSIN RAT13 ,/3 

k1b. 3.  luormnli7ed ddiiactlon efficmcy In lith~urn FIG 4. Schemzlic dmgram of 3 real-time holographic 
niabate crystal for different values of incident men- iilterferoneter using TWM geometry; M:Mirror, 
nity ratlo 0. BS.Besrn splitter, 0:Object; L:Lens: D:Detectar; 

M0:M~croscope ob:ective, NDF:Neutra! density filter, 
C.Crystal axis: b -1 order dlffraetion signal. 

the object deformation can be continuousiy studied before the dynamic erasure of the 
original grating takes place. 

Thus the contrast of the interference pattern formed in the crystal and the contrast of the 
interference pattern formed at the image plane can be controlled to reduce the effect of 
the background intensity. 

The experimental arrangement used to demonstrate RH interferometry in iron-doped 
LiNbO, is shown in Fig. 4. A transparent glass ceil filled with glycerin with a heater 
coil inserted into it is chosen as the object. In the first step, the hologram of the un- 
heated coil is recorded in the PR ~ron-doped LiNbO, crystal. The image reconstructed in 
the transmission direction is shown in Fig. 5(a). In the second step, the heater coil is 
switched on and switched off after about one minute. The diffracted reference beam, that 
contains a recorded image of the original object, interferes with the modified transmitted 
object beam continuously. The time evolution of the optical phase changes due to the 
thermal currents and can be recorded in the form of an interference fringe pattern. 

The interferograms obtained at different times while heating the coil are shown in 
Fig. 5 ( M ) ,  and those after the coil is switched off are shown in Fig. j(e-f). These pho- 
tographs show that heat generated from the coil gradually diffuses into the surrounding 
medium which can be clearly seen from the increase in the number of fringes as  time 
progresses. .4fter switching off the coil the fringe movement settles down slowly as  the 
liquid reaches the equilibrium state where the temperature becomes uniform. This can be 
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The geometric arrangement used for the observation of the -1 order dihiiaction is thc 
same as shown in Fig. 4. The influence of parameters Pike angle of interaction, P ,  etc., 
on the first-order diffraction efficiency is studied. The firsl;order diffraction efficiency, 
q-,. is measured as the ratio of the spatially separated I D  beam intensity to the intensity 
of I, beam. The experiment is carried out on some of the azo-dyes like aniline yellow and 
methyl yellow embedded in PMMA matrix whlch have fast response times to optical 
fields. A CW argon ion laser operating at 388 nm wavelength is chosen for the investi- 
gations. 

2.2.2. Discussion 

Tbe experimental investigations1' give a set of criteria for optimising the configuration 
of an KH interlerometer for operation in the -1 order diffraction regime. Since there is a 
total separation of the object wave from the reconstructed hologram, isolation of the diL 
fracted and transmitted images does not require polarizers. An important paramcler in- 
fluencing the design and implementation of a holographic interferornerer is its spatial 
resolution. This is determined by the spatla1 frequency dependence which in turn de- 
termines the maximum angle chat an object can subtend at the nonlinear medium. This 
determines the size of the object that can be viewed with the system. It has been ob- 
selved that for eflicient two-beam coupling not a very wide interaction angle range is 
permissible in the case of dye films, as opposed to that of a.PR crystal. Also the images 
produccd using the -I  order difiracted beam are knowni6 to be phase conjugate of the 
object beam. 

The time taken for growth and decay of grating recorded in the DDP film, especially 
ia the event of probe or object beam modulation at various pnmp intensities (Fig. 6) in- 
dicates that Ihe dye has a fast response time which primarily depends on the incident 
intensity and the nonradiativc excited singlet to triplet state transition rate. The decay of 
the grating sets in as soon as either of the beams is switched off and the rate is slower 
than the growth times. These dccay times are indlcativc of the excited triplet to singlet 
ground state relaxation times. 

Thus this finite interval of overlap between the growth and decay patterns can be 
utilized for the interferometric scheme. If an object is placed in the path of the probe 
beam, a -I order diffracted image can be reconstructed using the above geometry. This 
image disappears if either of the recording beams is turned of{. If :he phase of the object 
wave is altered by any disturbance then a new image can be reconstrt~cted with the new 
object wave. The old hologram meanwhile decays in a finite time and a period of time 
exists where both the old 2nd new images overlap. Thus in a single growth-erasure cycle 
there will be two diffracted waves which can differ in phase-during a part of the grating 
erasure. This results in an interference pattern and the phase difference shows up as 
fringes. If this erasure and recording is repeti:ive then a time-averaged interference pat- 
tern gtts established and interferegrams can be taken. 
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1 I 1 1 1 1 ( I ( Flo. 6 Oscdloscopc patterns showmg growth and 
decay of first-order d~ffractmn signal in DDP films 

0 50 100 150 200 when probe wave is modulated a[ varlaus pump I"- 

TIME (m5) tensmes (rnWlcm'): (1)  70. (2) 175, (3) 220. 

This conf~guration IS most suitable for tune-averaged interferometry, a simple dem- 
onstration of which is shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows the phase changes due to heat- 
ing of the air by a steady flame from a double-wick candle. The interferogram in the -1 
direction was recorded with a long exposure so a fuzzy halo developed around the flame. 
A more useful application would he to have a repetitive phase change of the object wave 
as in the case of a vibrating membrane where a clear time-averaged fringe pattern can be 
recorded. Thus a clear first-order holographic image reconstruction and time-averaged 
holographic interferometry useful in vibration analysis can be realized. 

3. PC interferometry with a novel composite structure 

Ferroelectric photorefractive crystals were shown to be capable of having large storage 
times and slow response to optical fields as discussed earlier. DDP films like methyl- 
red/PMMA can generate PC waves by degenerate four-wave mixing with a fast response 
time due to the saturation of absorption of the dye medium. The comparison of the val- 
ues of PC reflectivities in various media reveals that PR crystals are about two orders of 
magnitude more efficient than DDP thin films. But the response to optical fields of the 
PR effect is generally two orders of magnitude slower than the saturable absorption 
mechanism in the dye films. Here we report a novel approachI7 to combine the high dif- 
fraction efficiency of a PR crystal and the fast response times offered by DDP films, by 
preparing a composite material. We have prepared a new composite material by deposit- 
ing a thin layer of an absorbing azo-DDP film on a photorefractive iron-doped LiNbOi 
substrate. 

This composite structure can now generate two kinds of PC waves in an FWM ge- 
p ometry. The crystal will generate a PC signal due to {he creation of a space charge field- 

modulated refractive index grating. The diffraction'efficiency of this grating reaches a 
steady-state value and PC intensity saturates. The dye'kilm can, in FWM geometry, also 
generate a PC wave due to saturation of absorption of the dye. The growth of the PC sig- 
nal due to the dye film is almost instantaneous in comparison. The difference in the time 
scales of the two PC waves is made use of in PC interfefometry with this composite. 
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FIG 8 Scheiiial~ dmfrarn of* phae colijupntr inicrfemrncter h.1 Muroi, BS Beam splrtter, 
MO Muoicopr  obje~lwe, 0 Oojrct. I. Lens. R Camern: C Composite. NDF-Neutnl density 
Sirer 

The i.xperirnen;;!l se:up used for pniorni~np PC interferometry is ~l iown in Fig. 8. The 
488-nn wavelength of a CW a!-gon ion laser :.; \o!it mto threc beam5 which arc made to 
dberla,~ on the conrpostle material in a typical dagcneratz FWM geometry. The pr~nciple 
~nvolved i i l  the realization of PC irterierome:ry using this ccrnpostie material is  illils- 
[rated with a specific case. 

A test object. 3 transpamicy ahde. :s kepr in the path oi the prone beam. \uirabiy ex- 
panded. Initidly, only p o n r  and prohc bcarns air swtched on. The tiologrlim of the 
slidc i \  recorded In the crystal !n this TWCVM eeomerry. No pcmmanrni holographic stor- 
age is obaelvcd in the dyc fi!m part of the compocite structure. In the next stcp ail the 
three hcams are swilchcd on simi1lraneolis1~. A phsae change in tile object wave trom the 
twnaparencq is introduced 'oy wsy ol :r s!ight positional disiurb:lnce either ~n the opicai 
clemcnts or the rest objccr. Ttiz dye !i!m generate\ a [new PC aignd i, this FWM gcoac-  
t ry  Now twii distinct im:!gci :!re formed by t i x  rcdd hram. One I >  due :o dirkaction from 
 he iiolog:r:n writ ti^ i n  the t i i b l  \tep 2nd the other i \  :ii, FWM sign:!i with the new oh- 
jeci \ii;ue. Thesc cwc PC -.v:.ves cnrrying ihe two diarrnct innages ale trsvellii~g ii? the 
bame direcrinn 3 ~ ~ 1  overlap in qnce .  They are b!~gimtly dit'feier,; .ii  pii,ise m d  this shows 
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up in Ihc form of interference fringes as can be wen in Fig. 9. The fringe qxacing is 
meawre of the phase changes. This is a double-exposure type of PC interferometry. 

Real-time PC interferometry has also been reaii~ed using composite material lo study 
the refractive index changes due to thermal currents in a Iquid. The FWM geometry 
enlployed by us lrzlps in obtainmg a PC inlagc of the ohjcct which is free from distor- 
tions because of its ahelration cornpen\ation property. The irnportancc ol  Llre preqent 
work lies in the fact thar by preparing the nonlinear medium, as suggested, interfero- 
gram contrast of near un~ ty  can be attained at the Image plane. Tliia is possible because 
the phase conjugate retlectivities oi the two niedia In the composite qtructure can be tai- 
lored independently by choosine apprnpriatc esper~lncntal and medium parametcrr. 

4. Conclusion 

Various schemes have beeu discussed that realize holographic dnd phase conjugate intcr- 
ferometries usin;i both FWM and TWM in nonlinear opt~cal media like photorefractive 
crystals and dye-doped polymer Films. The advantage$ of the schemes over conventional 
interferometry and an analysis of the mtluence of experimental and geometric parame- 
ters on thc dcsign of the inte~ferometer are presented. The long holograph~c storage 
times of PR crystals and the short response times of the DDP films are made use of to 
realize the holographic interferometers. A novel composite material which combines the 
efficiency of the PR crystal and the fast response times offered by DDP films is utilized 
to reelire a PC interferometer. 
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